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Outdoor play is always a party with these products! 

From mega large bubbles to lovely outside colours and 
play mats, we have a fun activity for every child!

We produce our super strong bubble solution in our own 
factory in the Netherlands. With Mega bubbles children 
do not only make the largest bubbles, but they can also 
play tennis, stand in a bubble or find cool surprises.
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02206
02286

02288

Playground chalks 6 pack
Chasing animal tails

Animal yoga
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02287

Dance ribbons

02289

Parachte flying tucan
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02218

Safari play mat and storage bag 2 in 1

02217

Sand play mat - Water and roads 02216

Sand play mat - Kitchen
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02251

02252

02263

Mega bubbles

Mega bubbles XXL

Mega multi bubbles
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02269

02258

Mega bubbles - Refill 2000ml

Xtreme bubble tornado bubble machine
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02256

02253

02257

Mega bubbles - Refill

Bubble tennis

Standing in a Mega bubble
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02265

Shark bubble attack

02268

Mega bubbles 
with puppy surprise

02267

Mega bubbles 
with dino surprise

02264

No-spill bubble bucket with Mega bubbles
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15001 15002

Slime - Galaxy 2x 120gr Slime - Moonstone Glow in the Dark 2x 120gr

100% safe and fun slime for children! 

To make sure SES slime complies to all toy safety 
standards, we developed and produce the slime 
ourselves in our own factory in the Netherlands. 

We have slime in two thicknesses, multiple colours, 
aroma, glitter and add-ins. 
Besides the ready-made slime, children can also 
make their own slime with our slime lab sets!
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15003 15005

15012

Slime - Glitter 2x 120gr Slime - T-rex 2x 120gr

Slime lab - Monster

15013

Slime lab - Unicorn
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Want to play and discover the world around 
you at the same time? 

This is possible with SES Explore.  With the Explore 
products, children learn more about insects, plants 
in their garden and do interesting excavations 
or they can experience the magic of science with 
several cool experiments. 

For children there is still lots of new things to 
discover!
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25075

25114

25008

Fire starter tools

Bird feeding station

Insect hotel
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25066

25073

25028

Excavate a T-rex Excavate fossils

Glowing fossils
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25063

Hatching dino

25121

Hatching unicorns
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25115

25111

Growing crystals and gemstones

Rainbow worms lab
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25117

Inspector You - Solve five crime cases
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Tiny talents is all about the development of young 
children aged 0-3 years old.

The collection contains products to practice specific 
skills and also activities to be used in the bathroom. The 
products are designed with care and made with soft plush, 
wood, foam or high quality plastic. 

Tiny talents products are modern, friendly and safe. Full of 
joyful activities for young children and beautiful products 
in muted colours that complement modern lifestyles and 
interiors.
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13105

13116

13102

Sensory shape sorter

Sensory stacking tower

Lacing sensory beads
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13111

13112

Monkey links 

Sensory animal tails cloth book

13115

Sensory play keys
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13114

Olfi sensory elephant

13117

Yummy bear
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13107

13106

Family hugs soft cloth photo book

Buckle and button crocodile
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13103

13109

Sorting eggs

Shape sorter suitcase bus
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13113

13104

Telephone talks

Sort it!
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13089

13097

13067

Shaving with foam

13096

Colouring in the bath 8 pack Bath safari animals

Suction cup dot art
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13095

13093

13084

Dog wash Peek-a-boo sunshine

Tweet tweet! Bath duck
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13098

13086

Fish in a row

13092

Fishing in the water

Snack fish
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Welcome in the world of Petits pretenders! 

In this place full of imagination, children can 
immerse themselves in a world full of freedom to 
play and create their own stories.
With friendly roleplay products with a fun twist, 
children can become a real doctor, merchant or 
chef. The design is both realistic as stylish and fit in a 
modern living environment and interior. 

The products are designed for children aged 3-6 years 
old and stimulate both social play and imagination. 
The collection contains dress up costumes, tools 
with accessories, mega sets and play suitcases with 
mini figures and play mats. 
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18001

18005

18004

Dress up costume set doctor

Stethoscope

18011

Mega doctor setDoctors case
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18002

18006

Dress up costume set merchant

18007

Supermarket groceries

Cash register play set
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18003 18009

18008

Dress up costume set chef Coffee play set

Kitchen play set
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18014

18015

Mega supermarket set

Mega kitchen set
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18013

18012

Shopping district play suitcase and play mat

Hospital play suitcase and play mat
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My Message
Lenny, Lilly, Pip and Mika have a recordable heart 
that can contain three fun, sweet, happy, comforting, 
but most of all personal messages. With one of these 
Emotimals, a child will always hear a trusted voice. 
Ideal for falling asleep, day-care, sleepovers or the 
first day at school.

My Melody
The My Melody Emotimals are for the very little 
ones and can be attached to the cot, car seat, pram 
or buggy. Luka, Tess, Spike and Leo have a special 
heart that can record one personal singing, message 
or rhyme. The My Melody Emotimals means mum, 
dad, grandma or granddad are always close by!

My Trusted Scent
Mum and dad’s scent reassures babies and small 
children and has a calming effect. The special heart 
in these Emotimals is designed to absorb your 
familiar scent when you wear it on your body. The 
heart fits in the special pouch in the cuddly toy, so 
your child will always have a familiar, comforting 
scent around.

Emotimals are more than very soft cuddly toys with long arms or tails! 
With each Emotimal a special heart is included...
Emotimals are more than very soft cuddly toys with long arms or tails! 
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14463

14462

14464

14461

Emotimals - Lenny

Emotimals - Pip

Emotimals - Lilly

Emotimals - Mika
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14468 14469

My Melody  - Leo

14466 14467

My Melody - Tess My Melody  - Spike

My Melody  - Luka
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14471 14472

My Trusted Scent - Alex My Trusted Scent - Daisy

14473

My Trusted Scent - Koko

My Trusted Scent - DaisyMy Trusted Scent - Daisy
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Oops! A curious pet has fallen into the trashcan!

Will you rescue this sweet puppy or kitten? Look 
among the trash, it‘s a surprise which pet and colour 
you will find! 
Each pet comes with three grooming accessories. Use 
them to wash and care for your new best friend! Their 
big glittering eyes make you fall in love at first sight!
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16001

16002

Trashcan Pets surprise 1

Trashcan Pets surprise 2

Trashcan Pets surprise 1
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